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Abstract- In recent years, a wafer-level molding process is used as an important step in the semiconductor packaging 
process. In various molding methods, the compression molding process studies are being actively investigated. To perform 
the compression molding process with a maximum 12inch wafer size, this process must be performed to be able to have a 
press load of 100tons and keep the flatness of the product is also less than ±10um. In order to apply a high load in a 
semiconductor package manufacturing environment, the mechanical loading method is considered rather than hydraulic. In 
this paper, we developed a system by applying a toggle pressing method for performing the molding process. In addition, we 
developed a compression-mold having a high precision to fit the flatness of the product within ±10um. The compression-
mold has been developed by applying a technique for adjusting a high-precision flatness and the non-uniformity temperature 
control of the upper and lower dies. The molding-process is carried out in an 8-inch by applying a granular-EMC in order to 
verify the performance of the developed system. And we can get the result that the flatness of the molded specimens is 25-
35um. From the analysis of results, this flatness is combined with war page of substrate and molded materials (EMC, device, 
molding tape). To evaluate the mechanical precision of the developed compression-molding system, the research and 
development on the effect of thermal expansion coefficient and the optimum process condition will be required. 
 
Keywords- Wafer-Level Compression Molding Process, Fan Out Wafer Level Package, Toggle Mechanism, Compression 
Mold Module, Granular-EMC. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Depending on the rapid development of IT and 
semiconductor industry, high-tech electronics and 
communications products are essential for the 
implementation of the High-end performance based 
on ultra-light weight, ultra-compact and multi-
function. Developments of a high-performance 
semiconductor industry for electronic products are 
being actively implemented in all aspects in the 
manufacturing process. Paradigm shift of two and 
three-dimensional technology has been in progress 
from the density increase based on the package to 
packaging technology development. 
 
3D FOWLP (Fan Out Wafer Level Package) 
technology is an essential packaging technology to 
implement a high-performance and the ultra-thin 
semiconductor. This technology is being studied as a 
key technology that enables the implementation of 
excellent performance(electrical, thermal and 
reliability) with a reduction in the production cost. As 
the package bump exists to the outer region of the 
silicon chip, FOWLP technology keeps the benefits 
of packaging scalability and extension of the pad 
(Fan-out); increase of input and output channel is 
possible. And it has the following features as a core 
technique for enabling a wafer-level packaging. 

 
 Through the 3D package, it is possible to 

improve a performance and realize a large-scale 
integration such as conventional silicon (Si) 
technology extension, device size reduction, the 
wiring RC (Resistance/Capacitance) delay 
reduction. 

 
 As the combination of the flexible process is 

possible, enables the realization of convergent 
system semiconductor. 
 It is a core process technologies capable of 

reducing manufacturing costs of high-
performance semiconductor production. 

 

 
Fig.1. 3D Semiconductor Packaging(Pop, SiP) 

 
II. LARGE DIAMETER WAFER-LEVEL 
COMPRESSION MOLDING PROCESS 
 
Large-diameter wafer level compression molding 
process is a sealing step of the mounted 
semiconductor chips using the EMC (Epoxy Molding 
Compound, type of resin) in order to provide 
protection from physical-chemical impact, moisture 
and impurities. As shown in the fig.2, the surface 
packaging process of the semiconductor chip 
mounted in a large-diameter wafer is composed of 
upper and lower molds, a semiconductor chip 
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mounted on a molding tape and a release film for 
EMC separation. In addition, the compression 
molding process is performed by attaching a tape on a 
molded substrate to facilitate a transfer of the package 
and linkage of pre-post processing steps. 
 

 
 
In various molding methods (transfer molding, screen 
printing molding, compression molding and etc.), the 
compression molding process studies are being 
actively investigated. To perform the compression 
molding process with a maximum 12inch wafer size, 
this process must be performed to be able to have a 
press load of 100tons and keep the flatness of the 
product is also less than ±10um.The procedure of 
compression molding is shown in Fig.3. 
 

 

 
 
III. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION OF LARGE 
DIAMETER WAFER LEVEL COMPRESSION 
MOLDING PROCESS  
 
To perform the compression molding process with a 
maximum 12inch wafer size, this process must be 
performed to be able to have a press load of 100tons 
and keep the flatness of the product is also less than 
±10um. In order to apply a high load in a 
semiconductor package manufacturing environment, 
the mechanical loading method is considered rather 
than hydraulic. In this paper, we developed a system 
by applying a toggle pressing method for performing 
the molding process. 
Wafer-level compression molding system is 
composed of press, compression mold, release film 
and control modules. The detailed composition of the 
system is as follows and shown in Fig.4. 

 
 Mechanical press module:  

The maximum loading capacity is 100 tons, 
and the pressing mechanism is a toggle type. 

 Compression mold module:  
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Upper and lower molds are controlled to 
different temperatures. 

 Auto supply / recovery module of release film  
 Wafer loading and unloading module 
 Post curing and cooling module 
 Automatic process controls module 

 

 

 
3.1. Mechanical Press Module 
The toggle link for a pressing force was applied to the 
5-point toggle mechanism using the kinematic 
analysis. The pressing force control of toggle link 
mechanism is carried out to measure the stroke and 
correct the errors between forces generated on 
column and measured by certification equipment. 
 
Table.1 shows the results on the force measurements 
before and after the correction of the press-clamping 
part. 

 
 

Table 1:Measured press-clamping force 

 
 
As a result of analyzing the data, it was possible to 
derive an accurate pressure measurement value after 
correction by using the initial pressure data. With 
such a pressing force correction technique, the 
molding force can be controlled more accurately in 
the various pressures loading conditions. 
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3.2. Compression Mold Module 
In order to remove air bubbles in a package and the 
gas from the EMC, compression mold module has 
been designed to perform a vacuum chamber. The 
upper and the lower mold are designed to be 
controlled to different temperatures. 
In order to maintain the temperature at the mold 
surface uniformly, the cartridge heater was inserted 
into the heating plate as a grid shape. To minimize 
temperature variation characteristics, the individual 
control of the heater and a cooling line were applied 
to get a uniform temperature characteristic on the 
mold surface. Further cooling line is designed to 
perform a temperature profile control over the 
molding process. 
 

 

 

 
 
In order to evaluate the temperature control 
performance of the compression mold module, a 
coupled temperature control procedure of grid heating 
and cooling line was performed. As a result, a surface 
temperature variations of the upper and lower molds 
was found that less than ±3 . We confirmed that the 
maximum temperature variations occurred in the 
outer region; occurring a heat loss to the outside of 
molding area.  And we can find that the temperature 
control is properly performed in the inner region. 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCE 
EVALUATION PROCESS  
 
The molding-process is carried out in an 8 inch by 
applying a granular-EMC in order to verify the 
performance of the developed system. And we can 
get the result that the flatness of the molded 
specimens is 25-35um. From the analysis of results, 
this flatness is combined with warpage of substrate 
(SUS) and molded materials (EMC, device, and 
molding tape). 
 

 
 
To evaluate the mechanical precision of the 
developed compression-molding system accurately, 
the research and development on the effect of thermal 
expansion coefficient and the optimum process 
condition will be required. 
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